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February 12,1998

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk,

| Washington, D.C. 20555

Gentlemen: .

Subject: Docket No. 50-361
l 30 Day Report

I !censee Event Report No. 98-001
'Jan Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, Unit 2

Pursuant to 10 CFR 50.73(d), this submittal provides the required 30-day written
Licensee Event Report (LER) for an occurrence involving a loose collar in the speed
sensing circuitry of the turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pump.

Neither the health nor the safety of plant personnel or the public was affected by this
occurrence.

If you require any additional information, please so advise,

incerely,
.

# s) &9002190r dO212
PDR AD M000361
S PDR

Enclosure: LER No. 98-001 /
h /cc: E. W. Merschoff, Regional Administrator, NRC Region IV

'

K. E. Perkins, Jr., Director, Walnut Creek Field Office, NRC Region IV
M. B. Fields, NRC Project Manager, San Onofre Units 2 and 3
J. A. Sloan, NRC Senior Resident inspector, Units 2 and 3
Institute of Nuclear __ Power Operations (INPO)-

- , L J 7 ,]
R O.Ikn 128
San Clemente. CA 92674-0128

714 368 6183 1
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on 12/29/97, painters (non-utility, non-licensed) noted a loose collar on a component. An
operator (utility, licensed) determined the loose collar held in place a two pin plug that
carries a signal to the auxiliary feedwater pump 2P140 turbine speed control system. In
the absence of a speed feedback signal through the plug, the turbine would start, but-
would trip on mechanical overspeed. The operator tightened the collar. Pump 2P140 was
then test run satisfactorily.

It was determined on 1/13/98, (discovery date when it was recognized that the event had
occurred) that. pump 2P140 wa- inoperable in the as-found condition because the collar was
not sufficiently engaged to prevent the pins being disconnected by an earthquake of
sufficient magnitude.

An extensive investigation has not identified exactly when the collar became ic,ose.
Southern California Edison postulates the collar may not have been completely tight at the
last documented reassembly in 1993. Subsequently, the collar was subject to vibration
-during periodic pump. test runs which could have loosened it further. Painting activities
begun on 12/11/97, could have inadvertently loosened the collar still further, finally
rendering the assembly inoperable for a seismic event of suf ficient magnitude.

Appropriate personnel will be informed of this occurrence and reminded of the need for 1

caution in the vicinity of important to safety components. The maintenance procedure for
installing the speed probe will be enhanced.
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Plant San Onofre Nuclest Generating Station (SONGS) Unit 2
Reactor Vendor Conbustion Engineering
Event Datet January 13, 1998
Event Times 1141
Modet. 1, Powet operation
Power 100 percent

Backorcundt
.{

The Auxiliary reedwater (ATW) system (BA) is comorised of three 100 percent _ capacity
Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps (P). Two of the pumps are driven by electric motors, with
each pump's discharge piping lined up to one of the two steam generators. The third
pump, 2P140, is driven by Terry steam turbine (TRB) 2K007. The AFM discharge from pump
2P140 is interconnected with both steam generators via the same piping used by the
motor-driven pumps. The ArW pumps are normally isolated from the steam generatcre by

)two sets of remote actuated isolation valves. Pump 2P140 is test run monthly.
Quarterly inservice test runs include collecting vibration data from a portable
accelerometer threaded on to a test pad mounted atop a turbine journal bearing cap
(Pigure 1) .

The room housing the three APW pumps is classified as a harsh environment due to a
postulated break in the steam line to turbine 2K007. Also, the AfM pumps may be subject
te water spray from two types of fire suppression water systems (KP) thtt protect the
room. One fire suppression water system is an automatic pre-action sprinkler type, in
which infrared fire detectors open a fire water valve, but no water flows until
individual sprinkler heads actuate from fire-generated heat. The other type of fire
suppression water system is the water spray type. Pump 2P140 and one of the two motor-

. driven ArW pumps are each protected by this water spray system, in which thermal
detectors open a valve that supplies fire suppression water through open spray nozzles.

Technical Specification Limiting condition for Operation (LCO) 3.7.5 states: "Three ArW
tcains shall be OPERABLE" in Modes 1, 2, and 3...." The LCO requires an inoperable
turbine-driven ArW pump to be restored to operable status within 72 hours. Also, with
one motor-driven pump and the tutbine-driven pump inoperable, the-LCO requires one of
the two ArW trains be restored to operable status within 24 hours. Unit shutdown is
required if these LCO requirements are not met.

Descrietion of Eventt

on 12/11/97, SONGS Workers began painting activities (surface preparation, masking, '

scaffold erection) in the ArW pump room in the vicinity of pump 2P140. During painting
activities in the vicinity of important to safety equipment, SONGS utilizes individuals
designated as critical component checkers to help ensure components are not
inadvertently disturbed. On 12/29/D7, painters (non-utility, non-licensed) noted a
loose threaded collar on a component and immediately reported it to the control Room.
An operator (utility, licensed) dispatched to investigate, determined the loose collar
held in place a two pin plug that carries a signal from a speed sensor to the 2K007
speed control system. Although the pins (as-found) were connected, the loose assembly
could be moved by hand laterally.

The operator confirmed that Unit 3 was not similarly af fected and reported to the
Control Room, where he was directed to tighten the collar. The operator attempted to
tighten the collar by turning it approximately five turns in the "on" direction, but it

-

did not appea: to advance. He then turned the collar in the "off" direction
approximately two turns, and the plug came apart. With the plug momentarily
disconnected, pump 2P140 was disabled, because, in the absence of a speed feedback

| signal through the plug, the turbine would start, but would trip on mechanical
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overspeau. The operator then reconnected the plug and successfully tightened the
collar. The Shift Technical Advisor verified correct reassembly when the operator
demonstrated disassenbly and reassembly. (Pump 2P140 was again momentarily disabled
with the plug disconnected.) Pump 2P140 was then test run satisf actorily.

SCE began an investigation into the significance of the loose collar. While the
operator's action corrected the as-found condition, it complicated engineering
evaluation of that condition by eliminating the evidence. An analysis completed on
1/0/98, concluded the plug would havw remained operable during a seismic event, based on
the ur,derstanding that the collar was engaged by at least two threads (because the
operator had turned it approximate 1v two turns before the plug disconnected).

Upon further investigation and discussion with the operator, it was subsequently
determined on 1/13/98, (discovery date when SCE recognized that the event had occurred)
that pump 2P140 was inoperable in the as-found condition because the collar was not
sufficiently engaged tu prevent the pins being disconnected by the seismic forces from
an earthquake producing vertical spectral accelerations greater than 1 g. While pump
vibration may have loosened the collar, it is not considered credible that the plug
itself could have become disconnected due to pump operation alone.

The 1/13/98, conclusion was confirmed on 1/28/98, when, with Unit 2 in Mode 5, cold
Shutdown, the plant operator re-enacted his actions for plant engineers. The engineers
judged the collar in the as-found condition could have allowed tne plug to become
discennected during an earthquake of sufficient magnitude, and that pump 2P140 must
therefore be conservatively considered inoperable with the collar in the as-found
condition.

An extensive investigation has not identified exactly when the collar became loose.
However, the proximity of the collar to the vibration test pad (Figure 2) and the large
number of plant workers who routinely obstrve this component, make it unlikely this the '

condition could have existed unnoticed for long, Pump 2P140 had been last test run
satisfactorily on 12/10/97, when vibration data were collected; ehe operator collecting
the data did not notice whether the collar was loose or tight.

While painting preparation (erecting scaf folding, masking equipment, preparing surfaces)
near this component began on 12/11/97, it is unlikely that these actions by themselves
caused the collar to become loose. SCE postulates the collar may not have been
completely tight at the last documented reassembly in 1993. Subsequently, the collar
was subject to vib ation during periodic pump test runs which could have loosened it
further. Painting activities begun on 12/11/97, could have inadvertently loosened the
collar still iorther. The loose collar was first noticed on'12/29/97.

Un;. 2 operat < An Mode 1 throughout the period 12/11/97 to 12/29/97. During this
pet 4od, one-or the two motor-driven AFW pumps was inoperable for approximately 48 hours
for planned maintenance activity. Because the inoperability of pump 2P140 may have
extended for more than 24 hours with the motor-driven pump inoperable, or more than
72 hours total, with Unit 2 in Mode 1, SCE is repotting this occurrence in accordance
with 10 CFR 50.73 (a) (2) (1) ,

cause of the Event:

As stated above, SCE concludes the collar was s (1) most likely not completely tight at
the last documented reassembly in 1993 (but was still sufficiently engaged to remain
operable during a seismic event); (2) subject to vibration-induced loosening during
periodic pump test runs (but was still sufficiently engaged to remain operable during a
seismic event); and, (3) inadvertently further loosened between the start of painting
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activitiva on 12/11/97, and sate the loose collar was first noticed (12/29/97),
finally rendering the asse nb. inoperable for a seismic event of sufficient magnitude..

Corrective Actions:

The :ollar and plug were reassembled, and pump 2P14) was test run satisf actorily.-

Appropriate personnel will be informed of this occurrence and reminded of the need for
caution in the vicinity of important to safety components. The maintenance procedure
for installing the speed probe will be enhanced.

Safety Sianificances

Seirmic Oualification:

SCE estimates the reported condition (pump 2P140 inoperable during the period
12/11/97 to 12/29/97) constituted an incremental increase in core damage probability

- of approximately 1E-6. This probability does not credit operator action to
reconnect the plug and recover f rom a seismically-induced pump trip.

If a seismic event were to disable the pump, the turbine would trip on mechanical
overspeed. The overspeed trip would be annunciated in the Control Hoom. Operators
sent to investigate would likely discover the loose collar and plug and re-connected
the assembly, restoring the turbine and pump to a fully ope able condition.

Environmental cualification:

A postulated break in the steam supply line to turbine 2K007 in the APW pump room
could result in a high temperature, high humidity environment in the room. The
loose collar in the as-found condition could have caused the pump to be disabled in
this environment. However, a steam line break per se would render 2P140 inoperable,
so that the as-found condition of the plug did not change the safety significance of
a postulated steam line break.

Desian Basis Fires

If a fire were to occur in the AFW pump room, one or both of the fire suppression
water systems would actuate, possibly causing pump 2P140 to have become disabled due
to the loose collar. However, pump 2P140 is not credited for achieving or
maintaining safe shut down in case of a fire in the APW pump room.

Therefore, the as-found condition of the plug was of minimal safety significance.

Additional Information:

SCE reported a similar occurrence in LER 2-95-008. An aerosol spray can was
inadvertently left in an electrical relay cubicle, rendering the equipment associated
with the cubicle seismically unqualified. The spray can was most likely inadvertently
left following bus cleaning and inspection activities. Corrective action focused on the
adverse consequences of leaving supplies or equipment inside of electrical switchgear, a
condition not associated with the loose collar.

SCE has reported no additional similar occurrences subsequent to LER 2-95-008.

- - - - -
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